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A transient molecular dynamics technique is developed to characterize the 

thermophysical properties of two-dimensional graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). By directly 

tracking the thermal relaxation history of GNR that is heated by a thermal impulse, we are able 

to determine its thermal diffusivity fast and accurate. We study the dynamic thermal 

conductivity of different length GNRs of 1.99 nm width. Quantum correction is applied in all the 

temperature calculations and is found to have a critical role in thermal transport study for 

graphene. The calculated specific heat of GNR agrees well with that of graphite at 300.6 and 

692.3 K, showing little effect of the unique graphene structure on its ability to store thermal 

energy. Strong size effect on GNR’s thermal conductivity is observed and its theoretical values 

for infinite length limit are evaluated by data fitting and extrapolation. With infinite length, the 

1.99 nm wide GNR has a thermal conductivity of 149 W m-1 K-1 at 692.3 K, and 317 W m-1 K-1 

at 300.6 K. Our study of the temperature distribution and evolution suggests that diffusive 
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transport is dominant in the studied GNRs. Non-Fourier heat conduction is observed at the 

beginning of thermal relaxation procedure. Thermal waves in GNR’s in-plane direction are 

observed only for phonons in the flexural direction (ZA mode). The observed propagation speed 

(c = 4.6 km s-1) of the thermal wave follows the relation of / 2gc v=  (vg: ZA phonon group 

velocity). Our thermal wave study reveals that in graphene the ZA phonons transfer thermal 

energy much faster than longitudinal (LA) and transverse (TA) modes. Also ZA↔ZA energy 

transfer is much faster than the ZA↔LA/TA phonon energy transfer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Graphene is a monolayer of graphite arranged in a honeycomb lattice of sp2 bonded 

carbon atoms1 and it has attracted much attention due to its extraordinary electronic and thermal  

properties2-5 over the past decade. Graphene nanoribbon (GNR), which is a narrow strip 

(typically < 20 nm) of graphene, also becomes the subject of significant research because of 

extraordinary electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties with significant application potential 

in future nanoelectronic and mechanical devices. The distinguished properties of GNRs have 

been extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally,2, 6-9 which indicate that GNRs 

are a promising material for nanoelectronic applications. Owing to the edge effect and quantum 

confinement, GNRs are expected to exhibit outstanding thermal properties.10 

 

Both experimental and numerical methods have been conducted to study the thermal 

properties of GNR and ultra-high thermal conductivity has been observed.11, 12 Recent 

measurements of the thermal conductivity (k) of a partially suspended graphene sheet revealed a 

thermal conductivity as high as 5300 W m-1 K-1 at room temperature (RT).11 Other experiments12 

suggest graphene has thermal conductivity of 3000−5000 W m-1 K-1 for a length l of ~10 µm. 

This high thermal conductivity exceeds that of graphite and is partly attributed to the long 

phonon mean free path (MFP) in carbon nanostructures. Several research groups10, 13 using the 

Brenner potential and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations found much 

lower values of k in the order of several hundreds of W m-1 K-1 depending on the width, edge 

type (armchair or zigzag), and roughness. First principle calculations by Nika et al.14 and Kong 

et al.15 obtained k values of graphene in the range of 2000–6000 W m-1 K-1. In several previous 

MD simulation investigations, however, the results turned out to be contradictory to that study. 
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Hu et al.16 calculated the thermal conductivity of GNRs (up to ~4 nm wide and ~10 nm long) 

around 2000 W m-1 K-1. The size of GNRs explored by Hu et al. is much smaller than 

graphene’s phonon mean free path (MFP), which is about 775 nm at RT.12 Therefore the thermal 

conductivity result in Hu’s work is much higher than expected since the value is beyond the 

upper ballistic bounds.17 It has been pointed out that quantum ballistic transport could not be 

fully described by MD simulation and violation of the ballistic upper bounds may be observed 

when calculating thermal conductance.18 Although thermal properties of GNR have been studied 

by various approaches, the length effect has not been investigated yet and the size effect has not 

been well understood. Moreover, almost all previous numerical methods are based on a steady 

state temperature gradient to calculate the static thermal conductivity. Dynamic response of 

graphene to thermal impulses has not been explored in the past. 

 

In this work, MD simulation is performed to study the dynamic response of GNR to 

thermal impulse based on the second generation of Brenner potential.19 A transient technique is 

developed to numerically measure the thermal diffusivity of GNR based on its thermal response. 

This technique features comparable fast MD simulation implementation and low data uncertainty. 

To study the size effect on dynamic thermal conductivity of GNR, different lengths (from 14.9 

nm to 999.9 nm) GNR structures of 1.99 nm width are used. Quantum correction is applied to 

both GNR’s thermal conductivity (k) and specific heat (cp) calculation.  In Section 2 we first 

introduce the pulsed laser-assisted thermal relaxation (PLTR) technique, from which our 

numerical method is derived. Details of this numerical method are then discussed with its 

application to numerically measure GNR’s dynamic thermal conductivity. Section 3 provides 

MD simulation results and our analysis of size effect on GNR’s thermal conductivity. Non-
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Fourier heat conduction is analyzed in details and thermal wave propagation in GNR’s in-plain 

direction is studied.  

 

II. PHYSICS OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE 

In MD simulations to determine the thermal conductivity of materials, non-equilibrium 

and equilibrium techniques can be applied. Traditional numerical methods like non-equilibrium 

molecular dynamic (NEMD) simulation employs heat sources and sinks to generate temperature 

gradient for thermal conductivity calculation. Based on the Fourier’s law of heat conduction, the 

thermal conductivity can be calculated from the temperature gradient and heat flux. An 

alternative approach to determine the thermal conductivity is equilibrium molecular dynamic 

(EMD) simulation based on the Green-Kubo expression that relates k to the integral over time t 

of the heat flux autocorrelation function by 

2 0

1 ( ) (0)
3 B

J t J dt
Vk T

λ
∞

= ⋅∫ ,              (1) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, V the volume, T temperature of the sample, and the angular 

brackets denote an ensemble average. The thermal conductivity can be calculated using Eq. (1) 

once the heat flux vector J(t) is known. A detailed comparison of the MD techniques for 

computing thermal conductivity was conducted by Schelling et al.20 Generally speaking, the 

NEMD approach requires large temperature gradients which takes relatively long simulation 

time and has significant boundary condition issues at interfaces. Results calculated by using the 

EMD method depend sensitively on the initial conditions of each simulation, thus necessitating a 

large ensemble of simulations. The slow convergence of the autocorrelation function further 

increases the computational demand, requiring long integration time periods.21 Therefore in 

present study, a transient cooling method is developed to evaluate the dynamic thermal 
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conductivity of GNR with much less computational time requirement while bears higher 

accuracy.22 

 

A. Dynamic method and mathematical model 

The numerical method used in our MD simulation process is derived from the pulsed 

laser-assisted thermal relaxation (PLTR) technique, which is developed by our group to measure 

the thermal diffusivity of one-dimensional micro/nanoscale structures in experiment.22, 23 In the 

PLTR technique, the to-be-measured sample is suspended over two copper electrodes. When 

running the experiment, a nanosecond laser pulse is used to irradiate the sample wire uniformly 

to induce a temperature increase (ΔT). Configuration of this experiment is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

Right after the pulsed laser heating, temperature of the sample will gradually go down. 

Temperature evolution of the sample is shown in Fig. 1(b). Such temperature relaxation is 

strongly determined by the samples’ thermal diffusivity and length. From this temperature 

relaxation history, the thermal diffusivity of the wire can be determined with sound accuracy. In 

experiment, the length of the wire is significantly greater than its diameter, which will simplify 

the physical model to one-dimensional. The thermal conductivity is determined via 1D heat 

transfer equation 

2

2
pc T Tk q
t x

ρ∂ ∂= +
∂ ∂

,                 (2) 

with homogeneous boundary conditions and initial conditions, T (x = 0, t) = T (x = L, t) = 0 and T 

(x, t = 0) = 0. Here T only represents the temperature variation induced by the thermal impulse 

and q  the rate of thermal energy generation induced by the laser pulse (pulse width: Δt) heating. 

The solution to the partial differential equation described by Eq. (2) can be obtained from the 

integral of the Green’s function, 
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 The average temperature of the wire T (t) for 0 t t< ≤ Δ  is expressed as 

2 2 2 2

4 40
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For time t larger than Δt, we have, 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

4 4
1

8 exp[ (2 1) / ]{exp[(2 1) / ] 1}( )
(2 1)m

qL m t L m t LT t
k m

π α π α
π

∞

=

− − − Δ −=
−∑ .         (5) 

After normalizing as *
min max min[ ( ) ] / ( )T T t T T T= − −  (Tmin is 0 and Tmax is the maximum 

temperature increase of the sample calculated as / pq t cρΔ ), and using the relation k = ρcpα, 

where ρ is mass density, cp specific heat and α thermal diffusivity, the normalized temperature 

relaxation simplified using Taylor expansions can be written as  

2 2 2
*

2 2
1

8 exp[ (2 1) / ]
(2 1)m

m t LT
m

π α
π

∞

=

− −=
−∑ .              (6) 

Equation (6) shows that for any kind of material of arbitrary length, the normalized temperature 

relaxation follows the same shape with respect to the Fourier number Fo (= αt/L2).22, 23 Further 

convergence study shows that to make the summation in Eq. (6) converge, the value of the term 

related to m should be less than 10-3 of the summation from terms 1 to m-1. When m=15, the 

summation in Eq. (6) will converge to a stable value with negligible error. The thermal 

diffusivity of the sample is determined by global data fitting of the temperature relaxation curve. 

In this method, the normalized temperature decrease is calculated using Eq. (6) by using different 

trial values of thermal diffusivity. The trial value giving the best fit (least squares) of the 

experimental data is taken as the sample’s thermal diffusivity.  
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B. Atomic potential and MD domain construction 

In our MD simulation, the second generation Brenner potential19 (REBO) based on the 

Tersoff potential24, 25 with interactions between C-C bonds is used. The time step is 0.5 fs for all 

calculations. To avoid any stretching or compressing stress on the GNR structure, free boundary 

conditions are applied to the y and z directions. The simulation domain is bounded with two 

Lennard-Jones (LJ) walls in the x direction that enclose all the atoms. By applying LJ walls to 

the system, the GNR structure could be fully relaxed during the thermal equilibrium calculation 

and will not have folding effect. The energy E of wall-particle interactions is given by the 9-3 LJ 

potential 

9 32[ ( ) ( ) ]
15

E
r r
σ σε= −  cr r<  ,             (7) 

where r is the distance from particle to the wall, and ε and σ are the usual LJ parameters, which 

are set to be 0.00284 eV and 3.4 Å respectively. rc represents the cutoff distance specified in 

simulation. The distance from each LJ wall to the GNR plane is set to be 0.335 nm, which is the 

distance between two neighboring carbon layers in graphite structure. Configuration of the LJ 

walls is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Based on the PLTR technique, a numerical method is constructed to investigate the 

dynamic response of GNR and its thermophysical properties. In MD simulation, a two-

dimensional GNR with free boundary conditions is initially created. The GNR used in MD 

simulation is of half-length compared to that used in PLTR experiment, since MD simulation 

only applies the transient cooling process to one end of the GNR, while in experiment, both ends 

of the sample is maintained at RT. In numerical method [Fig. 1(c)], the cooling area of GNR 

stands for one of the sample-base contact point in the PLTR experiment and the rest part 
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represents half length of the sample which has been irradiated by a pulsed laser. For example, if 

the sample used in the PLTR experiment has a length of L, then only a L/2 GNR structure needs 

to be built in the simulation, which significantly reduces the computational time. The system is 

first heated to a higher temperature (325 K in our work) and reaches thermal equilibrium state 

before a cold impulse is added to one end of the GNR. The cooling area [shown in Fig. 1(c)] will 

maintain at a lower temperature (275 K) so the system will have thermal relaxation and reach 

thermal equilibrium again. To reach a steady state at 325 K before cooling relaxation starts, a 

NVT condition is applied to the system for 500 ps. In the following 100 ps, a NVE calculation is 

performed to assure the system’s stability. After thermal equilibrium calculation, four layers of 

carbon atoms at one end of GNR structure are chosen to form a “cooling group”, whose 

temperature is “rescaled” to a value of 275 K and remains at this value through the relaxation 

process. The cooling procedure is accomplished by a velocity rescaling approach. The “rescaling” 

process is only applied to the translational degrees of freedom for all atoms. This is an important 

consideration since extended spherical or aspherical particles which have rotational degrees of 

freedom may also reach equilibrium state with this method. To assure total momentum of the 

system is conserved during this rescaling process, a net velocity from the cooling group atoms is 

removed from the translational degrees of freedom before thermal rescaling takes place. The 

relaxation time used to reach a uniform temperature for the system is dependent on the length of 

GNR and its thermal diffusivity. The data analysis method used in the PLTR technique could 

also be applied to this numerical approach. From the temperature relaxation history, the thermal 

diffusivity of GNR can be calculated by global data fitting. . 

 

Compared with the NEMD and EMD approaches, this dynamic method takes much less 
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time to measure the thermal diffusivity and has significantly reduced data uncertainty since more 

data points are used in calculation (the average temperature of the whole system is used). 

 

C. Quantum correction 

In MD simulations, the temperature can be easily calculated from the time average 

kinetic energy of atoms in the sample section within the simulation time using the energy 

equipartition theorem: 

2

1

1 3
2 2

N

i B MDE mv Nk T= =∑ ,               (8) 

where E  is the mean kinetic energy, vi the velocity of atoms, m the atomic mass, N the number 

of atoms in the system and kB the Boltzmann constant.26, 27 However, it is worth pointing out that 

this method is valid only at high temperatures (T TD, TD is the Debye temperature). When the 

system temperature is lower than the Debye temperature, it is necessary to apply quantum 

correction to both the MD temperature and thermal conductivity calculation. In present work, we 

derived the quantum correction equation for two-dimensional GNR model as 

2 2
3 3 2

0 0 0

2 2 1
3 1 3 1 3 1

LA TA ZAx x x

MD LA LA TA TA ZA ZAx x x

x x xT T x dx T x dx T x dx
e e e

− − −= + +
− − −∫ ∫ ∫ ,         (9) 

where TMD is the temperature in MD simulation, TLA, TTA, TZA are the Debye temperatures of 

three different acoustic modes in GNR, which are 2840 K, 1775 K, and 1120 K respectively, xLA, 

xTA, xZA are the ratios of corrected temperatures (temperatures after quantum correction, denoted 

as T) and Debye temperatures. Given the values of TMD, which are generated in the MD 

simulation process, xLA, xTA and xZA values can be determined by the inverse form of Eq. (9). In 

our work, first of all, a wide range of T values are substituted into Eq. (9) to get xLA, xTA, xZA, and 

calculate the corresponding TMD. After we obtain the relations (a curve) between TMD and T, the 
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corrected temperatures can be calculated by interpolation based on a specified TMD. 

Corresponding temperatures are then used to calculate GNR’s thermal conductivity and specific 

heat. Large differences between TMD and T are observed in our work. For example, when TMD 

decreases from 325 K to 275K in MD simulation, corrected temperatures range from 725.8 K to 

658.8 K. It concludes that quantum correction is of great importance in GNR’s thermal property 

calculation. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To calculate GNR’s thermal diffusivity, initial and final temperatures of the system need 

to be provided. Therefore, NVE conditions are applied to the system both before and after 

cooling relaxation. The average temperature values in two NVE calculations are then used as the 

upper and lower limits in global data fitting. During cooling relaxation, the temperature of 

GNR’s cooling area is kept at 275 K constantly, and temperatures of the rest part are recorded for 

each time step. Several millions of data sets will be recorded before the system reaches thermal 

equilibrium. The huge amount of temperature results not only makes it difficult for data analysis, 

but also induces significant noises to the results. To reduce the impact of this problem, the 

recorded temperature data are averaged each 100 time steps before global fitting, and so as in the 

thermal diffusivity and specific heat calculations.  

 

A. Fitting results of GNR and specific heat 

In this work, GNRs of different lengths 14.9, 29.6, 59.4, 124.6, 249.6, 499.6, and 999.9 

nm are calculated for their thermal diffusivity. The thermal conductivities of all GNRs are 

calculated with the same MD parameters except the cooling relaxation time. Take 124.6 nm long 
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GNR as an example, after the system reaches thermal equilibrium at temperature 325 K, a cold 

impulse is applied and it takes 650 ps for the cooling relaxation process to finish. The quantum-

corrected temperature results are then used in global data fitting to determine its thermal 

diffusivity, which is 2.9×10-5 m2 s-1. After obtaining the thermal diffusivity, the thermal 

conductivity can be calculated by k = ρcpα. The thermal conductivity is 95.8 W m-1 K-1 for 124.6 

nm long GNR. Figure 3 shows global fitting curves for GNRs of different lengths As we can see 

from Fig. 3, with the length of GNR increasing, the MD simulation results will be more identical 

to theoretical results since more carbon atoms are used in the temperature calculation. Take a 

closer look at the fitting results in Fig. 3, it is found that the diffusive heat transfer model has a 

lower temperature than the MD data at the beginning. Then as time goes on, the agreement 

between them becomes better. Such early stage large difference could be induced by the non-

Fourier effect heat conduction and the ballistic effect of phonon thermal transport, which will be 

discussed later in this paper. 

 

To obtain the dynamic thermal conductivity of GNR, graphene’s specific heat needs to be 

calculated first. Since cp values are the same for GNR structures around TMD = 300 K, we choose 

the 59.4 nm GNR model for our study. After 500 ps NVT and 50 ps NVE calculation, the system 

reaches steady state at 295.5 K. Then a heat flux of 3.3 × 107 W m-2 is added to the system 

continuously for 500 ps. After the heating process, the system reaches steady state at 305.5 K. 

The temperature rise by this heating is 13.2 K after quantum correction. The specific heat is 

calculated by Q = cpmΔT, where Q is the total energy added to the system, m the total mass of 

atoms and ΔT the temperature difference with quantum correction. Q is expressed as Q = q″At, 

where A stands for the heating area and t the heating time. The specific heat is calculated at 1.528 
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× 103 J kg-1 K-1 (at 692.3 K after quantum correction), which is nearly the same as graphite’s 

specific heat of 1.519 × 103 J kg-1 K-1 (at 700 K).28 

 

B. Thermal transport in GNRs 

Ballistic transport has been observed when the phonon mean free path (MFP) is much 

larger than the size of GNR that contains the medium through which the phonon travels, such 

that the phonon alters its motion only by hitting against the walls. Recent experiments suggest 

that thermal transport at the nanoscale is dominated by a ballistic rather than a diffusive 

mechanism.12 The power law relationship also implies that graphene conducts heat mainly 

through ballistic transport mode in a  low temperature region.29  

 

In this work, however, by comparing the spatial temperature distribution of GNR in MD 

simulation with the theoretical results calculated from solving diffusive heat conduction equation, 

we could not see strong ballistic thermal transport in GNR’s in-plane direction. It is probably due 

to the statistical oscillation of the temperature that overshadows the ballistic thermal transport. 

Based on the diffusive mechanism along the in-plane direction of graphene, the transient heat 

conduction equation 2 2T t T xα∂ ∂ = ⋅∂ ∂  (α is thermal diffusivity) is solved by using the explicit 

method. Since the cooling relaxation curve is dependent on GNR’s length and thermal diffusivity, 

to keep the consistency, initial and boundary conditions used in this calculation are identical with 

those in the MD simulations, including the α values. A short time step (Δt = 10 fs) and high 

spatial resolution (Δx = 1 nm) are employed in three different cases (14.9 nm, 59.4 nm and 499.6 

nm). The MD simulation results agree well with the theoretical curves derived from diffusive 

heat conduction equation. It suggests that the thermal transport mechanism in GNR’s in-plane 
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direction is quite close to diffusive situation. The temperature evolutions of GNRs are shown in 

Fig. 4. Among the three GNR structures, the case for 14.9 nm requires the shortest time to reach 

the steady state, while the agreement is not as good as the other two due to the lack of sufficient 

temperature data points in space. GNRs of 59.4 nm and 499.6 nm lengths show a sound 

agreement between the MD simulation results and theoretical curves. This confirms the point 

that longer sample length could give more accurate evaluation of the thermal conductivity. 

Meanwhile, high accuracy for the values of thermal diffusivity derived from the PLTR physical 

model in MD simulation is assured. Given the fact that the thermal transport inside GNR could 

mainly be diffusive, Eq. (6), which is used for global fitting of thermal diffusivity, is still within 

the diffusive limit.  However, ballistic effect is still important when GNR length is small. From 

Fig. 3, it is shown that for short GNR structures, the beginning part of MD simulation results and 

fitting curves do not match as well as the longer ones, which are mainly induced by ballistic 

effect (discussed in section 3.4). 

 

C. Size effect on thermal conductivity 

To better compare our MD simulation results with previous experimental and numerical 

data, we also calculated GNRs’ dynamic thermal conductivity and specific heat at 300.6 K (after 

quantum correction). During the cooling relaxation process, the MD temperature decreases from 

70 K to 50 K, corresponding 324.8 K to 276.6 K after quantum correction. Take the 124.6 nm 

GNR as an example, its thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity values are 4.1×10-5 m2 s-1 

and 72.6 W m-1 K-1 respectively. The specific heat of the GNR at 300.6 K is calculated at 827 J 

kg-1 K-1, which is close to graphite’s value of 709 J kg-1 K-1 at the same temperature.28 Although 

the thermal diffusivity of GNR is higher at 300.6 K than that at 692.3 K (2.9×10-5 m2 s-1), its 
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thermal conductivity decreases due to a smaller specific heat. The calculated high values of the 

thermal conductivity suggest that the MFP in GNR is long even at RT. The latter may result in 

strong dependence of the thermal conductivity on the length l of the GNR and roughness of its 

edges since the phonon boundary scattering starts to play a prominent role when l is comparable 

to MFP. Therefore, the traditional defined thermal conductivity is no longer an intrinsic property 

of materials. Instead, it changes with the length of materials. There are substantial experimental 

observations showing the thermal conductivity of thin films is significantly lower than that of 

bulk materials.30-32  Figure 5 depicts GNR’s thermal diffusivity and conductivity at different 

length. It can be concluded that dynamic thermal conductivity of GNR increases with its length 

significantly. 

 

For bulk materials, the kinetic theory gives the relationship between the macroscopic 

thermal conductivity and microscopic motions33, 34 as 

1
3 pk c vlρ= ,               (10) 

where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ the mass density, cp the specific heat, v the average 

phonon velocity and l the phonon mean free path, representing the average distance a phonon 

travels between successive collisions. In this sense, k is the one used in Fourier’s law of heat 

conduction 

q k T′′ = − ⋅∇ ,               (11) 

where q″ is heat flux and T is temperature. Equation (10) is derived with the assumption that the 

space of particle motion is unbounded and is valid only if phonons can travel very long distance 

before they hit boundary. Equation (11) is simply a derivative of the more fundamental rule, the 

Boltzmann Transport Equation, under steady state and quasi-equilibrium conditions.  
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Given the calculated thermal conductivity results for different GNRs at 692.3 K and 

300.6 K, we could derive k values for infinite length GNRs using data fitting. Although it is no 

longer meaningful to refer to thermal conductivity as a basic physical concept at 

micro/nanoscales, its effective value is still of great importance from the engineering perspective 

and is expressed for a film structure as /effk q L T′′= Δ , where q″ is heat flux at steady state in 

the length direction, L the film length and ΔT the temperature difference across the film. A 

material-independent relation is proposed as 1/ (1 / )effk k P l L −= + ⋅ , where k is the theoretical 

thermal conductivity of infinite length GNR, l the average phonon MFP, L the length of GNR 

sample, P the correlation related to boundary conditions and GNR shape. This equation is a 

universal relationship applicable in both ballistic and diffusive regimes of heat conduction. Since 

l is only related to internal scattering, its value for bulk materials can still be used and is 

calculated using the kinetic theory described by Eq. (10). It is worth noting that Eq. (10) is for 

three-dimensional and must be adapted as / 2pk c vlρ=  for two-dimensional situations for GNR, 

in which the movement and scattering of phonons are confined in a plane. From the above 

equation, we can get the relationship between l and k for two-dimensional systems as 

2 / ( )pl k c vρ= . Thus keff could be expressed as  

1 2 / ( )eff
p

kk
P k c vLρ

=
+ ⋅

.             (12) 

To carry out this calculation, only phonon velocity v needs to be specified. According to 

Holland35, the following formula is a good approximation of the average phonon velocity within 

a wide temperature range 
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1 1 1 2( )
3 L Tv v v

= + ,                (13) 

where vL and vT are the longitudinal and transverse sound speeds. Recent research by Nika et 

al.14 indicates that the measured longitudinal and transverse velocities in graphene are vL = 21.3 

km s-1 and vT = 13.6 km s-1 respectively. Using Eq. (13), the calculated average phonon velocity 

for GNR is 15.5 km s-1. Fitting the calculated thermal conductivity values by using Eq. (12), P 

and k values are 14 and 149 W m-1 K-1 respectively at 692.3 K while at 300.6 K, P and k are 20 

and 317 W m-1 K-1 respectively. The fitting results are shown in Fig. 5, and sound agreement is 

obtained the fitting results and MD data. Majumdar et al.36 derived the relationship between keff/k 

and L/l as ( ) 1/ 1 4 / 3effk k l L −= +
 
for 2-dimensional heat conduction situation. This equation is 

also based on the Boltzmann Transport theory and indicated that P equals 4/3 for diffusive 

scattering boundary. Our calculated P values of 20 and 14 exceed the upper bound of diffusive 

scattering. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of GNR has been greatly reduced from the 

theoretical values and the reduction is not only attributed to boundary scattering, but also other 

changes induced by phonon frequency, phonon wave length, group velocity of phonons and 

interactions among phonon branches.  

 

As mentioned above, quantum correction is of great significance in the calculation of 

GNR’s thermal conductivity. Evans et al.37 applied the EMD method to calculate the thermal 

conductivity of graphene ribbons with dimensions of 2 × 10 nm2 at around 2000 W m-1 K-1. The 

temperature they used is 300 K, which corresponds to 692.3 K after quantum correction. From 

Eq. (1) we see that their calculated thermal conductivity would be more than 5 times smaller than 

their current results if quantum correction is applied. The non-Fourier effect is also observed at 
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the beginning part of GNR’s thermal relaxation process, which reduces GNR’s thermal 

conductivity to some extent. From the above discussion, we can conclude that our calculated 

thermal conductivity of GNR is within acceptable range compared with previous studies. 

 

D. Ballistic and non-Fourier effect in dynamic response 

Most heat conduction problems are described and analyzed using Fourier’s law of heat 

conduction. However, it is well known that for transient problems in an extremely short period of 

time and very high heat flux, this classical diffusion theory may break down. The dynamic 

temperature responses under ultra-high speed heating have shown some behavior which could 

not be predicted by the thermal diffusion theory and many models have been developed to 

interpret these experiments.38, 39 Cattaneo and Vernotte formulated a well-known macroscopic 

description of thermal wave propagation,40, 41 which is a conventional hyperbolic energy 

equation expressed as 

2
2

2

T T T
t t

τ α∂ ∂+ = ∇
∂ ∂

,              (14) 

where τ is the relaxation time of thermal wave, T and α the temperature and thermal diffusivity.  

Joseph and Preziosi38 described the microstructural effects by a relaxation function and 

decompose it into two relaxation times, which lead to a description of a transient heat conduction 

equation in the following generalized form, 

2
2 2

2

1 ( )qT T T T
t t tθ

τ
τ

α α
∂ ∂ ∂+ = ∇ + ∇
∂ ∂ ∂

.            (15) 

For dielectric crystals, τq and τθ represent the relaxation times for momentum-nonconserving and 

momentum-conserving processes in the phonon system. Comparing Eq. (15) with microscopic 

models suggest that if τq and τθ are formulated properly by some microscopic quantities, this 
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macroscopic model could fully describe the same heat conduction equation as those in 

microscopic models. Cattaneo-Vernotte’s thermal wave law and Fourier’s thermal diffusion law 

are two special cases of this generalized model for τθ = 0 and τθ = τq = 0.  

 

In this work, four layers of carbon atoms at one end of GNR are cooled to a low 

temperature in several time steps by a velocity rescaling method. The use of this rapid cooling 

technique leads to an extremely high heat flux adjacent to cooling area and non-Fourier effects 

have been found to exist at the beginning part of thermal relaxation period (Fig. 3). To explore 

this non-Fourier mechanism, numerical simulation based on the implicit finite-difference method 

is employed to study the temperature evolution of GNR and make comparison with the MD 

result. One-dimensional discretization along the in-plane direction of GNR with spacing ∆x = 

1×10-2 nm is conducted and a small time step with ∆t = 5×10-2 ps is used. By fitting the MD 

results of 14.9 nm GNR using Eq. (15), we give the values of τq and τθ as 1.85 and 1.01 ps 

respectively. The large value of τθ indicates that diffusive heat transfer is significant in GNR’s 

thermal conductivity. The fitting curves are shown in Fig. 6. The thermal diffusivity of 14.9 nm 

GNR given by this fitting is 1.44 × 10-5 m2 s-1, which is larger than the value of 9.55 × 10-6 m2 s-1 

calculated by the previous pure diffusion model. Tang et al.42 proved that a larger τθ will produce 

a higher rate thermal diffusion effect and results in rapid temperature response in early time. 

Since our calculated values of τq and τθ are in the same order, we could conclude that both 

diffusion conduction and thermal wave conduction are affecting GNR’s thermal conductivity 

strongly at the beginning part. In Fig. 6, it could be seen that the MD temperatures decrease 

much slower than the diffusive fitting curve at the beginning, which could be explained by the 

thermal wave effects in non-Fourier thermal conduction.  
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To better understand the effects induced by the ballistic thermal transport and non-

Fourier heat conduction, we plot out the spatiotemporal isothermals of 14.9 nm GNR for both the 

MD results and numerical results that are calculated from Fourier’s diffusive heat equation. The 

results are shown in Fig. 7. As mentioned above, the GNR system has a cooling impulse of 275 

K imposed on a 325 K thermal equilibrium system to calculate the GNR’s thermal diffusivity. 

However, the temperature difference (50 K) is very small compared with the data noise, which 

makes it difficult to justify the temperature change in isotherms. Therefore, we initially set the 

GNR system at 700 K to reach thermal equilibrium, and then a cooling impulse of 200 K is 

added to the cooling area. For the full diffusion calculation, we use the thermal diffusivity at 300 

K. The temperature of the cooling area, which is kept at 200 K, is not included in the contours. 

Figure 7(a) depicts the temperature evolution of MD results from 700 K to 200 K within the first 

10 ps. Comparing the low temperature areas (violet and blue regions) in Figs. 7(a) and (b), we 

notice that at the beginning of the heat conduction, the MD temperature diffuses slower than the 

numerical results, whereas after around 6 ps, the MD temperature diffuses faster than the 

numerical results. The temperature differences between the MD and numerical results can be 

explained by the non-Fourier effect. Figure 6 shows that the diffusive fitting curve decreases 

faster than the MD data at the beginning, and become flattened after around 6 ps. This is in 

sound agreement with the results shown in Fig. 7. 

 

To take a further look at GNR’s thermal wave propagations, a thermal impulse is 

imposed upon one end of 14.9 nm GNR. The system is initially kept at 50 K to reach thermal 

equilibrium. Then four layers of carbon atoms at one end are connected to a Nose-Hoover 
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thermostat kept at 1000 K for 0.4 ps. The rest part of GNR is divided into 64 unit cells along the 

length direction, each containing about 20 atoms. The average energy of each unit cell is then 

used to calculate its temperature. The isotherm contours are shown in Fig. 8. The pictures depict 

how heat diffuses from the origin through the entire field. In the GNR system, heat is mainly 

transported by acoustic phonons, while the contribution from high-lying optic branches is small 

and negligible. Figure 8(b), (c) and (d) show the transverse, longitudinal and flexural component 

of GNR’s thermal waves respectively. Balandin et al.43 calculated lattice thermal conductivity of 

GNR and conclude that flexural acoustic phonons (ZA) do not make substantial contributions to 

heat conduction due to their low group velocity. However, recent experiments and theoretical 

analysis have proved that ZA phonons provide the dominant contribution to GNR’s thermal 

conduction.44-46 Seol et al.47 carried out full quantum mechanical calculations of the three-

phonon scattering processes to obtain the phonon relaxation time for each phonon mode. They 

calculated the substrate-phonon scattering rate for LA, TA and ZA phonon modes and found that 

due to the large specific heat value of the ZA mode and large mean phonon scattering time, the 

ZA mode contribute as high as 77% and 86% at 300 K and 100 K respectively for suspended 

GNR’s thermal conductivity. By formulating the ballistic thermal conductance of phonons in a 

two-dimensional system and using phonon’s dispersion relation, Nakamura et al.48 calculated the 

contributions of the LA, TA and ZA phonons to graphene’s thermal conductance. They conclude 

that the ballistic phonon conductance is determined by the ZA phonon modes below about 20 K 

and contributions of the TA and LA phonon modes cannot be neglected above 20 K while the 

ZA phonon modes are still in dominant. Although much work has been done to analyze ZA 

mode’s effect on GNR’s thermal conductivity, however, to our best knowledge, there are no MD 

simulations have been done to prove this valuable theorem. In present work, we can clearly see 
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in Fig. 8(d) that a strong thermal wave propagates through the spatiotemporal isotherms (ZA 

mode), while in Figs. 8(b) and (c) no evident thermal waves are observed. When the thermal 

relaxation time of phonons is large, the thermal wave effect will be more prominent. Therefore, 

we conclude that the ZA mode is more significant than LA and TA modes in respect for GNR’s 

thermal conductivity. Also we can conclude that during thermal transport by the ZA phonons, the 

energy transfer among ZA phonons is much faster than that between ZA and LA/TA phonons. 

This is because if the ZA↔LA/TA phonon energy exchange is comparable to ZA↔ZA energy 

exchange, thermal wave could also be observed in the LA and TA temperature evolution. 

However, no thermal wave is observed in the spatiotemporal isotherms of LA and TA phonon 

temperatures.  

 

In these spatiotemporal isotherms, group velocities for TA, LA and ZA mode are 

identified. When the 1000 K thermal impulse is imposed on one end of GNR, a local stress will 

be generated and will propagate in the in-plane directions. The local temperatures of GNR will 

remain unchanged until this stress wave arrives and its propagation speed could be measured in 

Fig. 8. Stress wave fronts are denoted by solid lines in Fig. 8. Since these velocities represent the 

energy transmission speed in GNR, they are also known as group velocities (vg). From Fig. 8, the 

group velocities of TA, LA and ZA modes are calculated at 9.8 km s-1, 9.8 km s-1 and 7.0 km s-1 

respectively. Group velocities could be calculated from GNR’s dispersion relation by the 

expression vg = dω / dk, where ω is the angular frequency and k the wave number. Wirtz et al.49 

compared GNR’s phonon dispersion relations calculated by Dubay et al.50 and Maultzsch et al.51 

The result is shown in Fig. 9. From the TA, LA and ZA dispersion relation curves in Fig. 9, 

different group velocities for each phonon branch can be calculated. On the TA curve from 
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GNR’s dispersion relation, the average group velocities calculated in AB and DF regions are 9.7 

km s-1 and 9.8 km s-1 respectively. For LA mode, EF region contributes to group velocity 

measured in Fig. 8(c) and the average group velocity in this region is 9.7 km s-1. For the ZA 

mode, regions AC and FG have average group velocities at 6.8 km s-1 and 7.0 km s-1 and 

contribute to the group velocity in Fig. 8(d). Theoretical study of the second sound wave under 

linear approximation for three-dimensional materials shows that thermal wave propagation 

velocity is / 3gc v= ,52 where vg is the group velocity. For two-dimensional GNR, this relation 

should be modified as / 2gc v= .53 In Fig. 8(d), the thermal wave propagation velocity is 

calculated at 4.6 km s-1 for the ZA mode, as denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 8(d). Based on the 

group velocity in Fig. 8(d), the thermal wave speed is predicted at / 2 7.0 / 2 4.9gc v= = =
 

km s-1. This value agrees well with the thermal wave speed 4.6 km s-1 observed in Fig. 8(d). 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A fast transient technique was developed to characterize the thermophysical properties of 

GNRs using MD simulation. A Debye model for two-dimensional GNR was derived for 

temperature’s quantum correction. The specific heat of GNRs was calculated by MD simulation 

and the results are 1528 J kg-1 K-1 and 827 J kg-1 K-1 at 692.3 K and 300.6 K. These values are 

very close to those of graphite, and suggest that the unique 2D structure of graphene has little 

effect on its ability to store thermal energy. Based on obtained thermal conductivity data at 

different lengths, the thermal conductivity for infinite length GNRs were calculated at 149 W m-1 

K-1 (692.3 K) and 317 W m-1 K-1 (300.6 K). These values are much smaller than some data 

reported in literatures for GNRs of similar width. It reflects the fact that the quantum correction 

of temperature is critical for thermal transport study of graphene. The calculated thermal 
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conductivity is reduced by boundary scattering and other property changes due to the restriction 

of small width (1.99 nm). Non-Fourier heat conduction was observed to be significant in 14.9 nm 

long GNR and wavelike heat flux is observed in transient heating of GNR system. A thermal 

wave was only observed for the ZA phonon, suggesting that thermal transport by ZA phonons is 

faster than that by the TA and LA modes. It is conclusive that the ZA mode is dominant for 

GNR’s thermal conduction. Also the energy transfer among ZA phonons is much faster than that 

between ZA and LA/TA phonons. The observed propagation speed (c = 4.6 km s-1) of the 

thermal wave follows the relation of / 2gc v=  where vg is the ZA phonon group velocity (7.0 

km s-1 from our calculation). 
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List of Figures 

Figure 1 Schematic of experiment and MD simulation methods for PLTR. (a) A sample is 

suspended over two electrodes in experiment. The temperature of the two bases is 

kept at T0 (RT). (b) Changes of sample temperature after pulsed laser heating. The 

sample temperature is T0 at initial state, and then rises to T1 quickly because of the 

induced heating by laser pulse. Cooling relaxation continues until sample’s 

temperature reaches T0 again. (c) Numerical principles derived from the PLTR 

technique. Temperature of the system is set at T1 initially. Then one end of the GNR 

is kept at a low temperature (T0) to represent the sample base contact point. 

Figure 2 Structure of LJ walls in the x direction. The GNR is placed in the middle of upper and 

lower LJ walls. The distance between the wall and GNR plane is 3.35 Å. 

Figure 3 Global fitting results of different lengths GNRs at 692.3 K. The lengths of GNRs 

from top to bottom are 14.9 nm, 29.6 nm, 59.4 nm, 124.6 nm, 249.6 nm, and 499.6 

nm. 

Figure 4 Spatial temperature evolution in GNRs at different times. The solid squares stand for 

MD simulation results and the curves represent theoretical results derived from 

diffusive heat conduction equation. The GNR length is 14.9 nm, 59.4 nm, and 499.6 

nm for figures (a), (b), and (c), respectively. 

Figure 5 Thermal diffusivity (α) and thermal conductivity (k) variation against the GNR length. 

Figure 6 Comparison of non-Fourier fitting and diffusive fitting to MD data. MD results are 

above diffusive fitting curve in the first 6 ps due to a decreased effective thermal 

conductivity induced by the non-Fourier effect. The non-Fourier fitting curve matches 

MD results soundly by using two relaxation times τq and τθ. 
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Figure 7 Spatiotemporal isotherms of 14.9 nm GNR with a cooling area located at the lower 

boundary. (a) MD results, (b) numerical results calculated from Fourier diffusive heat 

conduction equation. The initial system temperatures for both cases are 700 K, and 

then a cooling impulse of 200 K is added below the origin area. 

Figure 8 Spatiotemporal isotherms of 14.9 nm GNR with a thermal impulse imposed at the 

lower boundary for 0.4 ps: (a) overall temperature, (b) temperature of transverse 

phonons, (c) temperature of longitudinal phonons, (d) temperature of flexural 

phonons. Solid lines represent thermal wave front. 

Figure 9 Phonon dispersion relations of graphene based on ab initio calculation.49 The three 

phonon dispersion branches, which originate from the Γ point of the first Brillouin 

zone, correspond to acoustic modes and the rest three branches are for optical modes. 

The regions that correspond to different group velocities in Fig. 8 are denoted by 

dashed lines. (with permission from Elsevier for use in this paper) 
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   (b)      (c) 

Fig. 1. Schematic of experiment and MD simulation methods for PLTR. (a) A sample is 

suspended over two electrodes in experiment. The temperature of the two bases is kept at T0 

(RT). (b) Changes of sample temperature after pulsed laser heating. The sample temperature is T0 

at initial state, and then rises to T1 quickly because of the induced heating by laser pulse. Cooling 

relaxation continues until sample’s temperature reaches T0 again. (c) Numerical principles 

derived from the PLTR technique. Temperature of the system is set at T1 initially. Then one end 

of the GNR is kept at a low temperature (T0) to represent the sample base contact point. 
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Fig. 2. Structure of LJ walls in the x direction. The GNR is placed in the middle of upper and 

lower LJ walls. The distance between the wall and GNR plane is 3.35 Å. 
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Fig. 3. Global fitting results of different lengths GNRs at 692.3 K. The lengths of GNRs from 

top to bottom are 14.9 nm, 29.6 nm, 59.4 nm, 124.6 nm, 249.6 nm, and 499.6 nm. 
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          (a)            (b)           (c) 

Fig. 4. Spatial temperature evolution in GNRs at different times. The solid squares stand for MD 

simulation results and the curves represent theoretical results derived from diffusive heat 

conduction equation. The GNR length is 14.9 nm, 59.4 nm, and 499.6 nm for figures (a), (b), and 

(c), respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Thermal diffusivity (α) and thermal conductivity (k) variation against the GNR length. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of non-Fourier fitting and diffusive fitting to MD data. MD results are above 

diffusive fitting curve in the first 6 ps due to a decreased effective thermal conductivity induced 

by the non-Fourier effect. The non-Fourier fitting curve matches MD results soundly by using 

two relaxation times τq and τθ.  
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Fig. 7. Spatiotemporal isotherms of 14.9 nm GNR with a cooling area located at the lower 

boundary. (a) MD results, (b) numerical results calculated from Fourier diffusive heat conduction 

equation. The initial system temperatures for both cases are 700 K, and then a cooling impulse of 

200 K is added below the origin area. 
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Fig. 8. Spatiotemporal isotherms of 14.9 nm GNR with a thermal impulse imposed at the lower 

boundary for 0.4 ps: (a) overall temperature, (b) temperature of transverse phonons, (c) 

temperature of longitudinal phonons, (d) temperature of flexural phonons. Solid lines represent 

thermal wave front. 
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Fig. 9. Phonon dispersion relations of graphene based on ab initio calculation.49 The three 

phonon dispersion branches, which originate from the Γ point of the first Brillouin zone, 

correspond to acoustic modes and the rest three branches are for optical modes. The regions that 

correspond to different group velocities in Fig. 8 are denoted by dashed lines. (with permission 

from Elsevier for use in this paper) 
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